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About This Game

Little Kite is a point-and-click story driven adventure.

The game highlights the problems of an unsuccessful family, in which one person has given up, and another tries to correct
mistakes of the past.

The main characters are Mary and her son Andrew. After the death of her husband, Mary married for a second time, to Oliver,
in an attempt to create a full-fledged family for her son. But everyday, problems consume the new husband and he finds his

solace in alcohol. Soon, they find domestic violence becomes commonplace.

Mary's patience and inaction, so habitual and convenient for everyone but little Andrew, brings the life of their family to an
extreme point - a point where she needs to make a bold decision.

Features:

 Dramatic story about Mary and Andrew

 Two playable main characters

 A lot of puzzles with different difficulties
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 Two locations: the real world and the Andrew's fantasy world. Each of them has its own unique atmosphere.
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It's an emotional adventure with puzzles.
There's nothing negative to say about it.
Anate studio made another great game.
And the soundtrack is awesome as well.
I just have to recommend trying it out.
Be prepared for a lot of sad emotions.
This game deserves a positive review.. Short but good atmosphere, sad story, nice music and artstyle. 7/10. 15 minutes into the
game, its interesting. 45 minutes later it gets even more challenging. but after 1 hours it started to feel stupid. the storyline feels
stuck. I expected a lot of feels but I only got some feels not to the extend it was really sad. And the ending was kind of strange
like the creator was forced to end the game right there.

Overall the game was okay. It was not bad. I'm not sure if its worth 5 dollars though.. This is one of the best games I ever played
in my whole life. Thank you for this!. The art work is awesome! I feel like I'm playing inside of a cartoon. No to spoil anything,
but I spend the first 15 minutes trying to make a sandwich for the kid. Not to mention getting the toy he wants is a chore! But
still, things seems to be going in a bad direction when the husband comes back. If you like story telling point and click
adventure, this game is for you!

I'll update more on the review as I play. The first 20 min of gameplay just to give you guys an idea: 
https://youtu.be/JuomHSdrJFc

. This is one of the best games I ever played in my whole life. Thank you for this!. First - spoiler. Game is more of a visual
novel, than a quest.
But as a quest its rather easy to play it as you have great understandable hints what to do next - not the way "shoot the crow three
times so it turns to a lamp" :))) so its a logical sequence of events and efforts required, with some puzzles between.
as a visual novel first of all it shows a very beautiful graphics of intros and insets, combined with great sountrack, telling a story
in couple of frames; great graphics of a game itself, i mean its gaming part
and, finally, its philosophical: telling a sad story, teaching a serious lesson.
. Okay, the game is not bad-bad, but for me it's a waste of time producing it.
I hope I'm not offending the makers, they did well for a small, short game. However, it's not good enough for what I am looking
for. Here are my notes in short:

Story: Overall, the game is just too predictable and monotone. It follows a simple plot line and doesn't stray even a bit from the
obvious path.
Art: Cute art, but nothing too great animation-wise. Characters look cool as per the chosen animation style, though.
Music: I cannot remember any specifics about this. Didn't strike me as an important part of the game at all.
Puzzles: Illogical. It's like seeking for a specific piece of stick among a house made of sticks - that much illogical.

It's a so-so game, but I'd rather put it in the do-not-recommend bag instead of the other.. This is one of the best games I ever
played in my whole life. Thank you for this!
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